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The versatile PowerLift® vacuum works to 
quickly clean up spills. Use it as a portable  
or a central vac.
  
PowerLift® by DuroVac is designed to be more reliable.
In fact, based on a 15-year calculation, you’ll spend
an average of $308 per year on maintenance.  

That’s because our filters last 10 times longer than other
big vacuum cleaning systems — average of 5.4 years.  
That means over 15 years, you’ll spend about $5000 on  
parts — not $50,000!

Let us help you select a durable industrial vacuum
that just keeps on working. A PowerLift® industrial vacuum system solves 

large cleaning problems. Here’s a 73 Hp 
diesel with a 2.5 yrd3 hopper. 

POWERLIFT® SERIES

PowerLift® Hopper Fill Vacuums
Electric, Diesel, Propane

   Filters so good they last 
years, not months. Low,  
low cost of operation.  

   Trouble-free operation  
with super-fine powders,  
heavy abrasive granules, 
and wet materials. 

   Storage is collected in an 
easy-to-handle extreme  
duty hopper.
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POWERLIFT® SERIES

PowerLift® Overview
Move up to 18 tons per hour quickly and easily.

Compact & Versatile
The PowerLift® has a simple, small footprint, so 
you can set up almost anywhere. 

Need a “ready to go” central vac?  You’ll save 
thousands in installation because everything is 
pre-wired, factory tested, and ready to work.

In most cases, connection to compressed air for 
filter cleaning is not required to operate properly.

Available with electric motor, diesel Tier 4i, or 
propane engine.

The PowerLift® is an industrial class vacuum system with 
a huge integrated storage hopper. It can be used as 
a portable, or it can be connected to a piping system 
without modification and used as a central vacuum.

It’s a DuroVac™!

We take our name seriously. So the PowerLift® works 
with the lowest possible maintenance costs.  To do that 
the system needs to work perfectly. Our reps are the 
best of the best, and they’ll help you select the most 
reliable system possible.

The people at DuroVac™ have over 200 years combined 
experience.  Our mission is to design the world’s most 
robust and reliable vacuums.  

We back up everything we sell with the world’s best 
warranty — even the filter life.

IF YOU CAN HOLD IT IN YOUR 
HAND, WE’LL BUILD YOU A VAC 

THAT WORKS PERFECTLY.
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POWERLIFT® SERIES

PowerLift® Benefits & Features
Ingenious design features give you best possible ROI.

1. ULTIMATE FILTRATION
The most trouble-free filters in the industry. 
Many of our customers have had their machines 
ten years and not yet replaced their filters!

2. NEMA 4 ELECTRICAL
Class 2 Div 2 electrical is standard for indoor / 
outdoor use. 

3. LEVEL SWITCH
Auto-shut down with light on high level. 

4. ABRASION-PROOF INLET
Exclusive “material impact” inlet will never 
abrade. Your PowerLift is always ready for 
extreme duty work.

5. EASY UPGRADE TO HEPA
For silica dust and other hazardous materials, 
all PowerLift models easily meet DOP testing 
criteria. 

6. GIANT SUCTION POWER
Positive displacement vacuum pump achieves 
verh high power. Hoses and piping almost 
always unplug themselves.  

7. QUIET OPERATION
The vac pump is run slowly, and we’ve specified 
a “hospital” grade silencer, so noise is well 
under OSHA requirements.

8. MASSIVE STORAGE
The end dump hopper is designed for extreme 
duty. It won’t bend or flex, and will last for 
decades with heavy use.  
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POWERLIFT® SERIES

PowerLift® Options & Upgrades
Configure your vacuum to work perfectly.

Use with Combustible Dust
The PowerLift® is available with a flameless vent 
to be NFPA 68-2018 and 654-2017 compliant. 
The material Kst must be less than 160. If the Kst 
is greater than 160, specify the DuroVac Elevator™ 
instead.

Be aware that a system protected against internal 
explosion is different from an “explosion proof” 
vacuum. The standard system is designed to 
operate in an atmosphere rated for CL 2, Div 2 
electrical devices (Zone 22).

Only Div 1 classified areas require full explosion-
proof electrical enclosures and motors. Please 
contact DuroVac for advice.

Thousands of Solutions
The PowerLift® is an industrial duty vacuum 
cleaning system designed to collect sand, 
gravels, metal chips, steel shot and even fine 
powers.

The system is designed as a completely pre-
assembled system, run tested in shop, and 
ready to work. 

Electric powered systems come in any world 
voltage. And diesel engines are available 
with and without on-board compressors.

sales@durovac.com
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POWERLIFT® SERIES

Your PowerLift® Team
Go stress free. Get fast answers from professionals.

You’re buried.  We know that.  So our team 
will do their best to get answers to you fast.

From customized schematics, to our 
exclusive assemble-to-order process, we’re 
confident that you’ll be  pleased with our 
service.

At least, that’s what our customers tell us!  
With thousands of working vacs, let us 
configure one for you.

Making it easy.
We’re going to ask you seven or eight easy 
questions. That’s all we need to quote. You’re 
going to like the price, but you need proof. We’ll 
get you the case studies, and references you need 
to be confident of your choice. We even have a 
fleet of rental machines that you can use to try 
before you buy. And we strongly recommend you 
do try it out. You’ll be convinced of the quality. 
Your users won’t want to give it back!

Have questions?  
Get in touch.

1-888-330-3365
service@durovac.com

“Four years old now and the machine still works great.  
We use it everyday.”

Rob Bently, Sayre PA talking about a PL50


